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if youre anything like me, you like to drink whiskey. or beer. or coffee. then you love the way the smoky scent of your favorite whiskey invades your nose while you sip it. when summer comes around, you finally get to put away your winter coats and throw on a few more clothing layers, making you
feel all warm and cozy. this time of year is the season of the july 15th celebration or bastille day, as it is known in france. it is the day when the fireworks are at their peak, lighting up the city with spectacular displays of color, sound and light. best audiobook of the year! i love the plot, i love the

characters, i love that it reminded me of southpark. it makes me laugh, it makes me mad, it makes me happy.. i cant believe i'm saying this, but i'm not actually hating this book. i'm absolutely in love with it. and it has got a seriously great ending. this is one of those books you'll get addicted to. this
is one of those books you'll have to read over and over again. i hope you enjoy as much as i did. as andrew zola's portrayal of a radically young businessman, zola finds not just the coveted dream role, but the ultimate proof of his hard-won maturity--both as a performer and as a person--in his

performance as a plastic surgeon on the hit nbc series this is us. in his compelling memoir, zola recounts the films arc over the course of almost a decade, from his earliest memory to the reality of his amazing career today. with candor and humor, he also shares the stories and lessons from his life
that have led him to where he is today, shedding light on the essential qualities he has developed as both a man and an actor. given his talent and rising visibility, his life is clearly on a trajectory that will continue to take him far. all the more reason to prepare for it now.
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discover your own story and learn how to turn it into a movie-the moment you start writing, your life takes on new meaning. by developing a vision for the
project, you are able to address your own personal issues while also having the career satisfaction that only comes with a clear vision and purpose. throw in the
fact that you are part of a community of creatives, and becoming an author will be the best thing you ever do. forget about the clich?’s encouraging you to kiss a
frog; warren buffett is the billionaire investor, legendary investor, and all-around great egghead we wish had a better understanding of investing. but no one?’s
perfect. the man who has been dubbed the 'world?s greatest investor' has a few tricks up his sleeve that his fellow investors don?t know about. to get the inside

scoop from the man himself, take a listen as buffett discusses what?s inside his head, what business he loves the most, how to make a million dollars through the
power of compounding interest, and why he thinks investing is a little bit crazy. buffett isn?t afraid to share his real-life experiences and, for the first time ever, he
really opens the window on his approach to investing. and he?s got a unique approach: he invests the majority of his money in a single fund, he borrows against

his berkshire hathaway stock, and he never buys a stock that he wouldn?t gladly take public at a price he considers overvalued. buffett is a great example of how
to use these tried-and-true strategies to become the best investor possible. he also shares his experiences with his family and struggles with his children. the

lessons from buffett are sure to resonate with every listener. 5ec8ef588b
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